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UNIVERSITY 01: NO!~Tll FLORIDA 
STUDE NT COVEIZN~1ENT ASSOCIATION 
Bill XXX Resolution 
#SB-84s-026 
1 . Whereas the UPC Dance account (account# 710- 026- 003) has a balance of $1,851.31 
2. And whereas the UPC plans to have only one (1) more dance this Fiscal Year 
3 . And whereas the cost of that dance should not exceed $850.00 
4 . And whereas the remaining $1000.00 is badly needed in the Lecture account 
5 . to ~rovide sufficient funds for upcoming lectures 
6 . Therefore be it enacted that $1,000.00 be transferred from the Dance account 
7. (account # 710 - 026 003) into the Lectures account (account# 710- 026- 012). 
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B.J. Haimowitz-Brown
